In order to get a good cleaning effect, we can change the location of ultrasonic cleaning device according to the ultrasonic propagation characteristics of ultrasonic. Judge by Doppler shift principle, this article build an equation which depict that ultrasonic disseminate in the mobile liquid. According to the relationship between viscous force and velocity gradient, this article build an equation which depicts that ultrasonic disseminate in the viscous liquid. The equation was facilitated and solved base on the characteristic of axial symmetry model. The results indicated that the velocity of mobile liquid can enhance the sound wave attenuation.The faster liquid flow rate, the higher the degree of attenuation. Liquid viscosity plays an important role in sound wave attenuation. The high frequency of ultrasonic, the more attenuation will produce.
the relation between moving coordinate and static coordinate absorption of ultrasonic energy of liquid and enhance the thermal effect of ultrasound. As the liquid viscosity, frequency became higher, cavitation was not obvious, ultrasound energy attenuation in the liquid was also faster. As the liquid flow, relative movement will happen between ultrasonic and liquid, in the stationary coordinate system, the ultrasonic velocity has changed. Therefore, other parameters change accordingly. According to the classical acoustic theory of ultrasonic propagation it builds mathematical model which describe the ultrasonic propagation in the flow of liquid and discused the effect which the viscous liquid Affect on mathematical model.
2.The Mahthematical Model of Ultrasonic Spread in Mobile Ideal Fluid
The motion equation and continuity equation which ultrasonic spread in the static ideal fluid were:
x was changed with i. They represented the component of three directions.
The above equation can describe the sound field distribution if the ultrasound spread in a straight tube and the liquid in tube was stationary. The sound propagation speed, pressure and other parameters ' changes will be influenced when the fluid flow in tube. With this in mind, two coordinates were used to describe the above equation. S coordinate system was used to describe the coordinate system in which observer stay. Assuming the liquid velocity as V, the ultrasonic velocity as c. It was consider that the liquid carry the ultrasonic along x direction at speed V. So ,coordinate system S ' can be used in to describe the coordinate system that move with the fluid.In coordinate system S ' the equation (1)(2)can be described as:
Coordinate system S and S ' had the following relations: 
According to (7) When the ultrasonic wave spread in the heat exchanger pipe, it can be thought as a plane wave. Only considered the fluid spread in the x direction, we can simplify to equation (11)as:
The solution of equation (12) 
in above function was the angle between liquid movement direction and the plane wave normal direction. The function (13) can illustrate that the distribution of sound pressure was not only associated with displacement in x direction but also associated with displacement in y direction and the transmission coefficient in y direction because of the flowing of fluid This was because one of the important aspect of the flowing of fluid is interaction with the interface which can impact the propagation of ultrasonic [3] . Fig.2 showed the effect of mobile liquid on ultrasonic sound pressure distribution. There was no sound attenuation in ideal fluid, sound pressure was sinusoidal distribution. The liquid flow generated sound attenuation. Its attenuation was exponential distribution. As the liquid flow rate was far lower than the ultrasonic propagation velocity in the liquid, the liquid flow had little effect on the ultrasonic propagation.
3.The Mathematical Model of Ultrasonic Spread in Stationary Viscous Liquid
Fluid viscosity was a major cause of ultrasonic attenuation [4] [5] [6] . Viscosity coefficient was describe by .It composed by shear viscosity coefficient ' Express with sound pressure, the function can be described as [7] Fig.4 showed the ultrasonic sound pressure attenuation in two frequency The greater sound absorption coefficient , the faster attenuation of ultrasonic sound pressure.
4.Conclution
This article analyzed the distribution of sound field characteristics of ultrasonic in theoretical. It established the mathematical model of ultrasonic spread in stationary viscous liquid and the mathematical model of ultrasonic spread in mobile ideal fluid. Analytical solution was obtained according to boundary conditions. It showed that compared with the stationary liquid, the flow of liquid will produce ultrasonic attenuation. As the speed of fluid flow in the heat exchanger tubes is not fast, the amplitude of attenuation is not large. Viscosity of liquids is largely determined by the course of ultrasonic attenuation. The higher the ultrasonic frequency, the faster the ultrasonic attenuation in the liquid. The results provide a theoretical basis for the numerical simulation.
